
  

September  2011 training schedule :-  
Date   Time Activity         Organiser(s) 
Monday 5th   18:45 General Rescue.        Steve C 
Monday 19th 18:45 Navex (Out there—with a twist)      Mac 
Monday 26th 18:45 Flood Boat check/revamp      Steve C 

Want to learn new skills?   -   Are you up to the challenge ?   -   Then phone 0417994277. 

S E S 
STATE   EMERGENCY   SERVICE   -   KALBARRI 
 

September 2011 

Operational Call Outs  - August:-  None. 
 

Training. 
A night time search and rescue was conducted in steep and crumbly conditions at Pot Alley 
along the coastal cliffs. Two ‘victims’ (one unconscious the other injured but verbal) were 
sheltering from cold winds in different locations. The search team first had to find the victims 
in between gullies and scrub then stretcher them to safety. A good test for the less experi-
enced team to learn how to handle the difficult conditions.  
 

Working towards a safer community: 
 

Following courses in mapping and compass use 
for older students in years 9 and 10 a few months 
ago, the local school kindergarten/pre-primary 
class visited their SES, as part of their learning 
about people in their community who help others.  
 

First the fun part, which included sitting in the 
SES vehicles, talking on the radio and activating 
the sirens and warning lights. They were then 
shown the safety and rescue equipment carried in the 
vehicles and how they are used to rescue people who 
are injured. Walking out the rear of the building they 
learnt how to work together to pull 'Barry' our training 
dummy half way up the training tower, from where he 
had to be rescued and lowered to the ground by Steve 
Duncan using rope rescue equipment.  
Working together again they were able to carry the res-
cue stretcher from the vehicle to 'Barry' so that adults 
could transport him to the waiting 'ambulance'. 
 

Facebook : 
 

We are now on Facebook - join us there and find out 
what we do and who we are.  
Go to www.facebook.com and search for    
‘Kalbarri SES’. 
 

SES Mid-West Regional Exercise : 
 

This was held last weekend with other units - 
training scenarios, exercises and some fun and 
challenging activities. - Opposite - some of the 
Kalbarri unit in our new ’quick erect’ tent.  
Exercise  details on later pages... . - [Mac Holt]    



  

SES Mid West Regional Exercise held near Kalbarri. 
 
On the weekend of 27th/28th August the Mid West SES held a Regional Exercise at Lynton 
Station in Gregory between Kalbarri and Northampton. 
 

The objectives of the exercise were to test out a major deployment of multiple SES units to a 
remote location in a search and rescue scenario and to be self sufficient for over 24 hours. 
 

Forty volunteers and instructors participated from Geraldton, Shark Bay, Useless Loop, Car-
narvon, Meekatharra, Eneabba and Kalbarri. Individual members were assessed for their 
Search, Rescue, 4WD, First Aid, Operations centre and communications skills. 
 

On the Saturday afternoon five teams from mixed SES units, cycled through five challenges 
which involved lifting a 350kg tank off the ground using poles and ropes; setting up a 12 me-
tre telescopic communications Clark mast; First Aid scenario of 3 'injured' people in a bull 
crush; a sandy beach off road 4WD circuit and then a fun challenge of a flying fox across a 
stretch of water returning via a three rope suspension bridge (only a few made it across - the 
rest ended up have a 'bath' in the brown, weedy still water).  

As the evening light faded the teams returned to base camp for a BBQ followed by inter 
team socialising around the camp fire. This was in many ways as important as other activi-
ties as in real operations teams may be made up from different units and getting to know 
other volunteers makes for improved team work.  
 
On the second day, a Field Search Headquarters was established with a small logistics 

team. Four search teams then were deployed to separate sectors to search, through rugged 

bush. Pretend police (Inspector Gadget and PC Plod – really SES instructors) provided the 

background information and forensics evaluation for ‘found items’ during the searches.  



  

SES Mid West Regional Exercise 
(continued). 

 
Two teams had to find a missing motor bike 
pair who had gone over the edge and 
crashed down the steep gulley with one seri-
ously 'injured' and one 'deceased'. The res-
cue had to be conducted using a Larkin 
frame and vertical rescue skills. The cliff res-
cue trailer with all the rope equipment had to 
be transported by 4WD to the rescue team by 
the logistics team for the rescue to be 
achieved.  
 
The other two teams had to converge on a 9 
metre tall machinery shed where an 
'electrocuted' person was unconscious on the 
roof. (a 90kg dummy). The combined team, 
first turned off power, then set up a roof safety 
system and ladder slide  rescue system.  
Four hours later; the search and both rescues 
were completed with the ‘injured’ being trans-
ported back to the ambulances at the base 
camp. 
 
As with all such exercises there are lessons 
to be learnt by all from the newest SES recruit 
to the most experienced instructors and or-
ganisers. This is why such events as the Mid 
West Regional Exercise are run - to learn and 
apply for future real emergency situations.  
 

This realistic regional exercise gave the SES 
confidence that several units could success-
fully respond, setup and conduct a remote 
search and rescue operation with many un-
knowns, and, achieve a successful outcome. - 
[Mac Holt]   


